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is a joint Israeli-German theater production of Yulia Mestechkin and Evgeni 
Mestetschkin with ex-ultra Orthodox Jerusalemites Bar, Yossi, Racheli, 
Hanan, Maria, Ann, Yosef Haim and Sara.

Eight people leave their native land and their homes for a new unknown world – 
just another immigrant story.  

These eight people come from the “Promised Land”; their native land is 
Mea Shearim in Jerusalem, their home is ultra-Orthodox Judaism. 

The long path to a completely different world leads them to the other side of the 
street in the same Jerusalem, same “Promised Land”. They cross the “No Man’s 
Land” from their insular world to the outside. For them, Jerusalem is divided 
not into East and West …

In the process they discover another world that is just as new to them – the 
stage. They present their experiences and raise questions together with the  
German theater director Evgeni Mestetschkin, Israeli artist Yulia Mestechkin, 
Portuguese composer and pianist João Paulo da Silva and Israeli choreogra-
pher Michael Getman. 

Not only did these young religious “Haredim” leave their insular world, their fa-
miliar surroundings and their families but they also got involved in this artistic 
project in which they appear on stage before the public.

The premiere will take place on 1st and 2nd April 2015 in Leo Model Hall 
at Gerard Bechar Center in Jerusalem.

On 10th and 11th April “Out of Mea Shearim” will be performed 
at Schauspielhaus in Hamburg.

Out of Mea Shearim …

Synopsis

Premiere
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Biographies

Yossi is 34. 
Yossi was a Karlin Hasid from Mea Shearim. His father is a well-known Rabbi, very active in bringing 
people back to religion. Yosef came out of religion just over 2 years ago but it was a long process that 
started many years earlier. He writes a lot on Facebook about his experiences and has many followers. 
Some of his Facebook statuses were so popular that he was interviewed by Israeli and German TV channels.

Rachel is 24.
She came out of Naturei Karta 10 months ago but for a while she had to lead a double life and still  
appear as Haredi to her family and neighbors. Rachel completed a course to get a matriculation  
certificate and now works for an insurance company.

Bar is 31.
She came out of the Lithuanian Haredi stream 14 years ago. Since then she served in the IDF, traveled, 
lived in Germany for several years (where she worked for a while at El Al security) etc. Bar studies 
photography at the Bezalel Academy of Art 

Sara is 24.
Sara’s father was a professor of mathematics in Moscow before he joined the Chabad movement and 
moved to Israel. She was born here. Sara came out 3 years ago. This school year Sara began to study 
criminalistics.

Hanan is 26.
His family is originally from Yemen but they belong to the Lithuanian Haredi stream. So he grew up 
eating gefilte fish and kugel. Hanan came out 4 years ago. He takes a course for professional makeup 
artists.  

Ann is 20.
Ann comes from Breslev Hasidim. At the age of 17 she ran away and lived on the street. About 10 
months ago Ann decided to take control of her life. Ann paints and writes poetry, she is also a  
photographer and a model. She is a first year student at the Bezalel Academy of Art.

Yosef Haim is 22.
Yosef Haim came out of the Haredi Sephardic stream about 5 months ago. He studied to be a Hazzan 
for several years. Yosef Haim loves sport and trains to be a fitness instructor. He is also very good at 
Krav Maga.

Maria is 24.
She belonged to the Lithuanian Haredi stream. Maria began the process of coming out at the age of 15 
but made the final move 5 years ago. She loves books and reads all the time.
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Biographies

Yulia Mestechkin 

Yulia Mestechkin was born in Moscow. Since 1994 lives in Jerusalem.

Yulia works in documentary film productions, she is also a photographer.

In documentaries she has worked as a researcher, acting producer, director’s 
assistant, interviewer and interpreter with such Israeli film directors as David 
Ofek, Nili Tal, Lizka Assa, Ido Haar, etc. as well as Willy Lindwer (Holland) 
and Hugh Kitson (UK). She has done research and participated in filming of 
the TV programs for EO and KRO (Holland) and To the Moon (Sweden) as 
well as Israeli TV shows “30 shekels per hour” and “Blue Natalie”. She has also 
been working on her own documentary/photography project about Sylvin  
Rubinstein in Hamburg with whom she had developed a close friendship  
during his last years. 

As a photographer she is involved in both art projects and photographs for 
newspapers and magazines. She participated in two group shows and one solo 
exhibition. Currently she is working on a book of improvised self-portraits 
trying on different characters and involving complete strangers. Yulia’s photos 
appeared both in Israeli (Israel Today magazine, the Jerusalem Post, Ynet,  
Vesti, Style Magazine, etc.) and international media (Visie Magazine,  
Nederlands Dagblad, Reformatorisch Dagblad, Christenen voor Israel, etc.)
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Biographies

Evgeni Mestetschkin – Director

Evgeni Mestetschkin was born in Lviv, Ukraine, got a degree as a Theater  
and Circus Director from GITIS (The Russian Academy for Theater Art) in 
Moscow.   Since 1992 Evgeni lives in Hamburg. He has worked as a director in 
various theaters in Germany. In 1994 he founded the Einfache Bühne Com-
pany, where he has directed more than 25 different theater projects. Many of 
them were shown at different festivals in Europe and Israel.

Lately Evgeni has been working in two main directions: teaching aspiring 
young actors in his acting school iact and working on the projects that com-
bine artistic and social aspects. In such projects he works with people who do 
not have any previous theater experience (Evgeni calls them “non-actors”). For 
example, in his 2010 production “Lady, Lady on the Seashore” for the Simple 
Life Festival in Kampnagel, Hamburg he worked with young immigrants from 
9 different countries (Afghanistan, Columbia, Kazakhstan, Poland, etc.).

While whole families: mothers, fathers and children participated in 2013 pro-
duction “Peter Pan und alle fliegen hoch” that dealt with their intergenerational 
problems in cooperation with professional psychologists and was shown at the 
Altonale Festival. 

In addition, Mestetschkin experiments with diverse spaces trying to build a new 
type of relationship with the audience. His productions have been shown in a 
male prison, on a 12th floor of a high-rise, in a large second-hand furniture 
shopping center, etc.
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Biographies

Michael Getman – Choreography

Michael Getman was born in Israel. After performing with the Batsheva 
Dance Company, the Pretty Ugly Dance Company and Ballet Saarbrucken, 
Michael has worked with choreographers and artistic directors Ohad Naharin, 
Amanda Miller, Marguerite Donlon, Naomi Perlov, Bill Forsythe, Emanuel Gat 
and Michael Schumacher, among others. 

Since 2005 Michael is based in Israel as an independent choreographer.

Throughout the years Michael has created numerous projects and choreo- 
graphic works for various festivals and venues, often collaborating with artists 
in diverse fields both in Israel and abroad as part of his search for a new  
choreographic language.

Getman is a winner of several prizes for his choreography including:
2008 CCBC International Choreography Contest in Copenhagen – Denmark
2014 “No Ballet” Choreographic Competition, Ludwigshafen – Germany.

Michael teaches ateliers and improvisation workshops in different countries for 
professional and non-professional dancers, as well as for visual art students.
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Biographies

João Paulo Esteves da Silva – Live music

João Paulo Esteves da Silva was born in Lisbon, Portugal. In 1984 he concluded 
studies in piano at the National Conservatory of Music in Lisbon. His album 
“Scapegrace”, recorded with Dennis Gonzalez was awarded the Authors’ Prize 
SPA as “the best album of 2009”. He has collaborated with musicians Ricardo 
Rocha, Carlos Bica, Cláudio Puntin, Samuel Rohrer, Jean-Luc Fillon, Peter  
Epstein, Ricardo Dias, Dennis Gonzalez; and vocalists Vitorino, Sérgio Godinho, 
Filipa Pais, Ana Brandão, Maria Ana Bobone, Cristina Branco among others. 

Lately he has been interested in the relationship between music and the arts  
having worked with photographer José Luís Neto and composed the score of 
Gonçalo Waddington’s motion picture, “Nenhum Nome”. He also directed the 
short film “Partitura” for which he also composed the soundtrack. 

João Paulo teaches jazz at the Escola Superior de Música de Lisboa.

Jutta Schubert – Administration

Cultural management, design and implementation of numerous cultural 
projects for social and cultural organizations. 
Co-owner of “kontext kulturproduktionen” in Hamburg.
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Biographies

Dina Konson – Stage design and costumes

Dina Konson was born in St. Petersburg, Russia. She moved to Israel in 1988 
and holds a M.F.A. in Stage and Costume Design from Tel Aviv University. 
Since 2005 she has worked as a scenographer and costume designer in various 
productions in Israel and abroad.
Dina’s recent works include stage and costume design for SOUL OF A JEW 
(Hasifriya Theatre, Tel Aviv, 2014); PASSPORT (Nachmani Theatre, Tel Aviv, 
2013); THE SEAGULL (Tmuna Theatre, Tel Aviv, 2013); IPHIGENIA (Beer 
Sheva Theatre, Israel, 2012); MARY STUART (Tmuna Theatre, Tel Aviv, 2011); 
costume design for THREE SISTERS (Herzliya Ensemble Theatre, Israel, 2010).

Uri Rubinstein – Lighting design

Uri Rubinstein was born in Baltimore, Maryland. Since 1980 has designed 
lighting for numerous theater and dance productions in Israel, France and the 
U.S. Teaches stage lighting at School for Visual Theatre in Jerusalem. Served 
as technical director and resident lighting designer for several theatres, and 
has toured extensively with Israeli and French companies in Europe, Asia and 
North America. Uri also works as a stage photographer and his work has been 
published in newspapers and exhibited in galleries.
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